Deadline for Registration and SIMCITY Layout Submission is Dec. 14 on the Indiana FC website and postmarked by Dec. 14 for submission of hard copy of SIM CITY Disk or CD design.

www.etcs.ipfw.edu/fcc

Please mail hard copy to:

Carol Dostal
IPFW
2101 E. Coliseum Blvd.
Ft. Wayne, IN  46805-1499

Late submissions are allowed but incur a 5 pt. deduction for SIM City layout and 5 pt deduction for late Team Registration.

**Reminder:** City name cannot be changed after these submissions so have the team pick one they like!

**Question:** Should we register if we are working on the project but still have problems with the engineer-mentor (still looking for help...please let me know this by writing that in the team registration....or the mentor dropped out...please let me know this also)

**Answer:** Yes, still register

**Question:** Can we change the name of the kids after this registration?

**Answer:** Yes, up to January 13

We allow this in case of emergency "drops" from kids who cannot attend the event while an alternate steps in for them. Please make sure your teams' parents know about this event!

Contact me with any further questions,
Carol